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Prefa :e

in efforts a: improving the quality of educaMon and at justifying

expenditures forcompensatory ;ducatlIn and school desegregation, we are
t.

increo-lingly dependent upon '-he datil or evaluative research. Yet the

data from many of theSe evaluation efforts conducted over the past twelve

years are confused and inconclusive. The findings from these studies

are sometimes contradictory. Thelinterpretations have become thesubject,

v. ft

pf considerable controversy, particularly as these findings and interpretations.
appear to contradict some of Our cherished assumptions concerning education,

and educability. The lock of clarity with respect to the meaning of these

data and the value of such programs,is in part attributable to a voriety_of

problems in the design and conduct of evaluative research. Amonsg these

problems, increasing attention is being called to the fact that there are

sparse data concerning the specific 'nature of program interventions. These

tend to be repotted under label's or brief descriptions which provide little

,
information relative to the nature and quality of the treatment,sTo which the

pupils-studied are exposed., InOn effort at gaining a better understanding

of the content and nature of some of,these programs, this project was

directed at describing selected-programs thought to be exemplary of quality,

progress, trends or problems in compensatory education and school desegregation:

Ten compensatory'education programs anCrtwo school desegregation-programs were

selected for detailed descriPtionl.

c

The principal procedures utilized inthis study included documentary
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.
analysis,, direct obiervation of programs crld interv:ews wish selected

informants. The tasks to be accomplished included identification and

selection.of projects to be studied, collection of all av'ailable dara on

each projeCt'considered.; field study.of promising candidate projects,

preparation of descriptive reports, final selection and reporting.
.

Following is the description of one of these selected programs.
.

For the complete report of this projc:c see document number ED 099 458'.

in the ERIC system.
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IntroduCtion,
C.

Desegrefijation of the. schools in the Berkeley, Unified School District

has taken pla.ce in two, stages, eaca stage reflectingyears of political

struggles and endtess,

district, has always r

tneeting;. The high school, the only one in the

eflected the population ()rale district. Ongltmior

high,school and three of the sixteen neighborhood elementary schools

hid a strudentioptilatton which includee ...a large percentage of both blacks

arid whites prior to forMal desegregation. .The junior high schools were

desegregatedin. 1964. At that time, two of the 7-9 school's were predo-.

minantly white, one predoriiinantly black. Subsequently dine school

became.an all-city grade nine, and the other two .7-8. In 1968, the

twelve elementary school's were divided into K-3 and 4-6 schools in.,

four residential zones with approximately 3500 elementary children

who live beyond walking distance being bused to school an average of
\,

minutes each;!,.Var-every day. Since that time the majority of
. .

Berkeley's staff, parents and students have worked together In various

ways to implement total integration; how_ever, most,agree that they

have.not yet Leached this goal., But the efforts to replace tracking with'

heterogeneous classrooms have met with near total'succesS; the ratios,
-,.. .

. .
of minority staff in teaching,and administrative positions have increased .,

, le

significantly; and people. are tackling the school board's most recent

goals dealing with the development ofbasie skills for minorities and

the elimination of institutional racism. While. Berkeley schools are

desegregated, not totally integrated, they are staffed, studented; and
,parented with a significant majority or those who seek to develop "toth.l

is4egration"' in their community.

6
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Three main factors have created in Berkeley a desegregated

situation conducive \o equal eduCalional opportunity: (1) the 5 iperin--

tei*nt and the school board's strength in theirrmain decisions and

their involvement of aso many staff, community members and students
4 )

. . ., .
-..,

as possible in the planning. stages; (a) the. concern of staff and . ,

.

\
. .

community for Berkeley's children;` and (3) the
.

board and adrninistiation's

aclOption' of a model goal of phiralism involving a, real share of power:

Setting

Berkeley's population of approximately 120,000 is rather dexiselyi
./spread over a ten and one-half square mile area between the San

. .
.t .

Francisco Bay and the hills. any wellmitililBerkeey is a lovely ctywIr i

-ciaintaineti and occasionally psychedelicilly-painted older, frame houses

in the "flats;" the Unive:rsity buildings andqrounds, and the more

expensive homes and parks in the,. 'kills." Since the University provides
"h.

jobs for one-third of Berkeley's jobholders, and since its students and

faculty lend several definite character flavors to the city, the school's

influence is major. It is the:University's presence that has enabled

Berkeley. to.become a city of 120,000 Without acquirinetheindustrial

atmosphere of Oakland to the South and Richmond to the North. The high

cost of real estate makes it difficult for upwardly mobile lower and middle

4c15:ss citizens to find houses in the community.

The University's presence has not meant, however, that this is an

ivory-tbwer city. In the years after World War II, Berkeley's black

population has increased and faced.a situation of defacto housing segregation.,
As the black school population increased "during the 1950's to 30%, over

7,
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h4.11 of the elementary and junior high ,schbols became. 90 to 95% black

white"'.b...0,;,. . .

or white. More recently, the Chicano .population hq.s increased and
. ... a

.

t resides primarily in one neighborhood, a neighborhood O'haracrrized

by very poor housing conditions. , At times` 20% of Berkeley's blac k

populat;on has been unemployed, and 1200'of Berkeley's l5,000 public

school children qualify or Title I funds.

Currently, blacks account for over 30%- of Berkeley's` population

arid for 45% of its School enrollment. ''Cliicinos make up 3.13% of this

enrolirnent;Asians, 6.3%; whites, 43.3%; and "others" 1. These

students are divided,among twelve K-3 schools, four 4=6 chod , two

7-8 scho'ols, oife 9 school, and one 10-12 high schOol, and one-

tinuing education high school. 'Many of the elementiry and j lor high .
buildings are old, and, although well maintained, will need,io be replaCed;

in, the not-to'o-distant future. Portable classrooms are used in many 4-..f

these sites; some have been in use nearly as long as the schools themselves.

Although Berkeley may reflect a more liberal cit4enry,than many

communities, a city-wide houSing ordinance proposal was rejlected in

1962, and many recent major office-holders have been politically con-
.

servative. however, Berkeley''s current five.-man school bOard does

reflect,the politicized nature of the community. Current members include

two blacks, the mayor and assistant mayor are black, and the district

containing Berkeley sent a progressive and outspoken.black to the. U.S.

Congress in 1970. Many Berkeley activists, and this -categOry would

include a sizable percentage of the population; seem to have gone beyond

the rhetoric and may have become experienced in bringing r-bout desired .

changed both within and without of the institutional structure. Much of

this experience was gained in the struggle to des'gregate the schools.

s
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Overview

51 I

In
5 SeA

pternber, 1958, in response to a letter tha'presentatiOri to
. . . ,the sckool board by .the local kiAASP see j, g racial equality in education, ., . . \

a 16-. rneml;er citizen's couirnittee was appointed iudy certaino study
-. ,

1 .
. interral:iaf problems in the .Berkeley schools and their effect on edudatioh:4'.. ..

. . :...

On the basis of thiS committee's report, effotts were made to change the'.

(4'
..

. _

"human relations' -climate" of the school's through increased hiring of ', .
( .

. ,

Minorities,' teis essmentof textbook content, and teacher, discussions
.

I

on ,race'relations, abut no recomrne.ndationi- regarding desegregatiop
4"' a

were Made, When CORE confronted the now more liberal board with the
-reality of de facto school segregation in 1962, other' citizea. groups

supported its request for a study and changes... The 36-mernber committee

reflected,various racial, economic and odcupational interests'. The
2

committee prethented its findings insOctober, '1963, eight months after
its founding. At a meetingattended by more than 2,000 the committee

noted tat residential segregation has created racial isolation in the 4

schools;, recommended total desegregation; and presented alternate plans
for its achievement. A series of public meetings followed with the anti-

desegregation forces increasing the vocifeious opposition. While a

live-member staff committee elaborated a plan based on the recomrn.en-

ditions,, each school's parent ,group held, meetings to discuss the findings

and recommendations, other public meetings continued and staff work-

shops ware conducted.., At a May, 1964 meeting, the board unanimously

voted to adopt the secondary part of the plan based on the citizen com-
-

mittee's report and the staff revisions and to tablethe plate for eleryientary,

.deegregation. More than 3,000 Berkeley,citizens attended this meeting

5.5
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ti dany united in Parents fOroNeighborhood Schodls,' a group d4dicated-

t

to reversing -the boa2rdis decision to implement theplan.
. / 4P 4 , ,

« ! At r.,, . , , 0%4 ..Supported by the lodal newspaper, this gioup did succeed in ling ,,' . ... , . '

'PP ,;

1$
" ,:t.

. i-recall' election for board metnber in October, 1964 which was 'cleteated .

' . - . t - -.. , - .
... .bI a 60% margin. -Yet even before the recall vote,, the junior high.

..A: .....!,''
.....- .. . , . . ., . . ,- ,schools, were integrated in September, 1964, all reflecting asiacial .9

, .
A. :..,

balance of
- . .appoimx ately 50% white, 40% black, :8%-' Asian; and .2%

, t ,

"other.-" sqk s each family is 'respontible for the child's transportation

after the' 7th Grade, no district-supported busing was involved. ,r

Superintendent C.H. Wennerberg resigned in orde to study'for
- '<""`

.

his Ph.D., and Dr. Neil Sul n was named his. successor in Fall,\
1964. Both of these men wer co emitted td total desegregation in

the Berkeley schools. This atti de of deeisiVeneis pervaded the,

predominantly liberal schOol boaid and set- the style for the develop-
.

merits which preceded the initiation of elementary de'segregation. The
-.board agreed to the superinteklent's suggestion to appoint yet another

fitiiert's committee to review the,'school situation. This 48-member

Masten. Plan Committee, which reflected. Berkeley's diverse popu-,
lation, was' to establish long-term guidelines for the- district as. we1 .14

as to suggest short-term solutions. Although this committee's 600-.

I
page' report was delivered five months after the board had made its

final commitment to implement elementiry desegregation, its recom-.
v, :

mendations and its ability to,meet and ptovide guidelines for five
.years are,testimony to the committee 's comprehension of educational

issues.

Among these recommendations ;were abolition of the "tracking

systerii7,-"-- -Since this 'system tended to produce de facto segregation

10
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. -
in .the classroom, the- committee contended that it reducectpupil

e
eel.f- expeetations and teacher expectations.

In the -theantime: various ac'. vities throughout the district
4 .

prepared the community for elementary sc hool desegiegation: Under
Title I.-funds, 25Q black elementary students weretused from the/ - .

,..q. , , H

, "flats". to the "hill." to reduce class size. Teacher in-service training
. . ...

1
' /0. )'was etpanded ancr Mphasisnew e was t put on. the needfor sensitivity N.

.1.

toward pupils', feeling about being different and toward.others who

'sre different. Afro-American histoiy courses' were taught in the fifth

- grade classes on a. city-wide basis in' 196.7.% Berkeley residents voted

to substantially increa.se school taxes at a time wizen many comm unities-..
. 4

were saying : "',no" to' similar expenses.,

..Taus 'Was with a comparative minimum of community' dialogue and

after. hekring appeals from civil rights and teachers groups for total
,

desegregation, thiit the b c'board made a orru'nitment in the form of a i
policy' Statement ib the spring of 1967. A specific plan was to *te-;.dopted

no later thaiiSanuiry, l968; With actuaLintegratiori implemented not, i .. .
.later than Septernber, 1968. A seven-member district task .force, , .

I 4
a

.

worked through the .summer, -assembling, data on how integration cokIld

be achkeved and and4yzing the plans submitted by the community and ,

by institutes and 'study groups throughout the country.5. Aeworkskop

held by a group composed primarily of blacks who had-been involved'

in the, fight for desegregatiOn was attended by the sUperintehdent and

became a model for many of the endless community 'meetings which

followed. Parents, were encouraged 'toittend, these meetings with tOtal,
I

.,"'
frankness:in discussing feelings being the only thing 'demanded.
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The task-force committee tried to remain responskle to faculty. and

community in-puts. All teachers were *given time off to discuss plans

--. and make suggestion's, Aware thl,t teacher support was crucial, the

adrniAistration tried to Meet fears directly and to deve lop in staff mem-
e 0 \ i

0

'bers,a bense of optimism about the educationa:l'challenge presentVd by
.0, ita truly pluralistic, integrate d setting. The Berkeley Educational Asso-:

ciation'and the Berkeley Federation of Teachers went on record as
.1

,.

supporting =mediate ,desegregation. During the1967- 68 school year,
vA

fourteen
'
eacifers were hired-3s regular 'substitutes, . Anabling regular

teachers to visit and teach in other Berkeley schools. Three-hour
o

small group serhinars Were held regularly to provide 'teachers. with
J. .

the opportunity to discuss the e visits and to begin to devise their
. -group and individual plans for teaching in integrated classrooms.

#

Numerous demonstration sessions were held.
I

. A 'committee of 35-staff members met with° the superintendent ,

'to 'select an integration plan. The plan they submiijasLto.the board'

converted the elementary schools into K-3 and.4-6 schools, 'With

implementation 'necessitating busing of bdth 'hill" and '!flats" sindents.

NOrnerous community meetings preceded the final adoption of the.plan,

-with revisions made at these meetings rehecting the emphasis placed
`.

on integrating all grade levels to reflect tie district's overall enrollment.

- A-Speakers' Bureau operating out of a newly created Office of Elementary
. - %,

Integration supplied resource speakers, both. professional and lay people,

for those in the community who wanted'to discuis the proposed,plan and

alternate possibilities.

12 , .
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Several priority concerns came up at these meetings. One was the

question-of student discipline, with the district responding that special

"l-t..4p" centers would beoestattlished anNhat principals would personally

info:- n parents of the discipline.expectationg in each school: Another

questl.,n concerned the question of clasgroom heterogeneity,

lectual- as well as,racial an& socio- economic with many parents

fearing that their high-achieving, intellectually gifted youngsters

would suffer. Responses on this issue referred primarily to the

many supplemental programs provided by the distrit for special needs

of particular children, including the state-funded program for gifted
'. children for which approximately 10% of Berkeley students qualify.

Subsequent to the board's adbption of,the K-3, 4-6 plan in January,

1968,}neetings were held

contained: one 4 -b school.

for parents in each attendance zone which

Transportation aad bOUndary-aspects -of the'
k.

integkratior. program were discussed and parents encouraged to a,sk

'questions. It Was explained that the busing, pattern would be developed

by- coinputer' s. with a card for each.school child, containing inforrnation,

on age; race, .address and school fed lei the computer. On the basis
s"-Cf;4-4-

fofthis data the districts' transportation.of ice worked out "ride zones"

eluding routes and stopping points for the 3,500 childreri to lqe bused,

in-

including those K-3 students who lived over 3/4 mile from their assigned

elementary school and those 4-6 students who lived over 1 mile from

their assigned intermediate school. Prior to September parents received

cards' explainirig the rouie and were given "d.:y runs" on the buses so that

they would know exactly what their child's trip involved. No child's ride .

'exceeds 30 minutes (the average is (15 to 20 minutes), and school times

are staggered so that the buses can carry older children first to the

intermediate schools and then y
.t.

ger children to the elementary schools.



"Vus aides" were to ride the_buses the first few weeks, and late buses

would be provided daily for these ch ildren wishing to stay~at school or

visit friends near the school.

Pupil preparation for desegregation included a two-day overnight

encampment for all fifth grader's with approximately 100 children at

each two-day session. Activities at the encampment allowed children

of different racial groups topursue or involve themselves in common

experiences. Other activities included a citywide intergroup Youth

CoUhcil, intra- school student relations committees, ,grade-level cross

school meetings, class -discussions on race relations, class exchanges,

a few "sensitivity" sessions, school -visits and zone-wide play days.

The' community was prepared through a monthly paper, the "Tab, "

beginning in March, 1968 and mailed to every city address and by a

precinct-style canvas of the 'entire city undertaken two weeks prior

te-irnplementation'by a staff of approximately 500 volunteers. Home
-.-.,, '.""''''* 04.

meeting. were conducted extensively by PTA's, by the Inter-group
,..---"-Education Project, by-individual schools and by other conununiiy orga-

.nizations. PTA's organized inter-zone parent meetings, schools held

operhouse for the entire community and churches were informed and
0

supportive.

The great majority of the teaching staff received its first choice in/

some schools reflehing

with a princip.a,l and of others

terms of teaching assignments, with the staffs of

many changes, generally due to teachers leaving

almost none. The boz..rd mandated that all staff who work with children

take a course in minority history and culture and this program was im-,

plemented in the spring of 19b9 with staff able to choose between the

seminar, dramatic performance, problem solving, or encounter group

mode of learning.
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The above outlines the major events leading to the actual impl

mentation of elementary school desegregation. The commitment of

theloard and the ,superintendent to this process was essential. As

Berkeley attempts to -grapple with the problems of true integration,

a similar commitment on the part- of 4.1e-superintendent, Dr. Richard

L. Foster, and the present board has been maintained. It is reflected

in the following goals and objective's which the board had adopted as

sunPliasiv. !o r the allocation of resources for the fiscal year 1972-73:

1. Develop the communication and other basic skills of black
and Chicano students.

We reaffirm our continued commitment to providing a quality
program for the wide range of individual differences among .

all children of all ethnic groups.

2. Develop increasingly coinpiehensive programS of elementary
eiucation.

t, We reaffirm the need to deal with the immediate as well as
the long range commitments to a quality prograrri for our
sec.ondary and adult students.

3. Accelerate effective programs for staff training and development
with emphasis on elimination of racism, on human interaction
and on understanding among administrators, school staff,
students, and community.

Project Operation

As indicated by the first goal enumerated by the school b'oard,, indi-

vidualization is at the heart of the educational process in the Berkeley

schools, particularly at the eleMer.7.ary level. With a goal of making

_schools into "ne.ighborhood centers" reflecting the diversity of the entire

school zone, parents are not only participating in actual classroom

dynamics, they are deciding which prograrrx they want their chilli in.
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In some schools, the choice may be between a Folldw Through class,

in others between a Inulti-age or a single-age grouping, in others between

a !,ftraditional" and IPL (individualized, personalized learning) and a

bicultural classroom in others simply between one teacher's styic and

another's. In walking from classroo tocclas,sroom and from school

to school, one sees a wide range of teaching styles, of classroom ar-

rangements, of styles of grouping and of individualization. With the

exception of two- small "hill" schc:lols (where there is a,low percentage

of black children and where the percentage will be increased next year),

classrooms at-this level closely reflect the ethnic populations of the

district in terms of ratios. Since parents are given a choice of class-
,

rooms it is not always possible to accomodate all parents and maintain

the ratios. Insuch cases, compromrses are usually not difficult to
,-

teach. 'Most parents make their, choices on'the basis of observatioilvisi

variousclassrooms and teaching_m ethods.

The personalized instructional approach favored by many of Berkeley!s

elemexitary`feachers often leads to a classroom structure with desks or

chairs spread around the room in various groupings and interest-centers

learning centers, and accessible materials lining the walls. Some class-
,

rooms also have rows of desks, as certain teachers have discovered that

while children's curiosity and intellectual interests are aroused and

maintained in the centers, they also like having specific desks belong

to them. Others have 'found that a shelf and a rubber dish. pan full of

"my things" serves the same purpose., These arrangenexits are less

important than the teachers' responses toearning styles and here there

are unifying featuies which appear in varying degrees ifs the vast majority

.



of Berkeley's elementary classrooms. These could be characterized

as evidence of pupil involy,ement in learning activities, evidence of eon., ..

tinual adult efforts to identify am:. respond to individual pupil needs and

evidence of a great deal of. adult ct-,%.1?ekation.
,

Cooperation in the eight targeted T itle I schools which*ha,s've -instruc-

tional aides often comes in the form of teachers andcaides worlting together

in active efforts.to identify and respond to individual children. In 'other

schooli a great deal of teem teaching takes place; much of it is planned

according to curricular areas, but a great deal developing spontaneously
0 4

as a result of an activity or an idea that evolves on a. specific day.

Numberous programs which involve secondary students, college students,

parents and community members in classroom and individual tutoring

add tethe number of adults available to the children as resources.
Although there is an air of freedOm of movement and spontaneity in

-these classrooms-iit- does:ot-'follow that teachers are given free rein to

1410 their, thing." Ai one piiiicipal-says, if want the teachers to show me

the systematic way they teach kids reading; not just their objectives,.but

what they're going to do each step of the way." He belieV-es That the- self-
'

actualization which he encourages his teachers to'strive for in their

teaching styles has helped give them t he conf idence to better apply a

systematid method of teaching reading on a personalizedlpasis.

Watching fhe'children in these classrooms as they actively relate to

the materials and opportunities made available to, them, it appears that'
this principaLis on the right track. However, there are still a number

of slow or non-readers in the Berkeley schools, most of them minority

3
7
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children, and the administration cites the presence of these poor readers

as one of Berkeley's major problems. Although reading is given tap

pric:ity in all elementary schools, approaches vary in terms of materials

create '.and uses as well as in terms of activities. Most teachers work -

out an iudividua4zed reading program for each child, sometimes with

the coope7ation of a reading specialist, Reading skills centers exist

in some schools where children receive individual help from specialists.

Peer tutoring may spontaneously develop, especially in the multi-level

classes. Principals review individual 'reading progress and many have

scheduled the school day so that teachers have extra time to work with
!,

small groups on reading.

Multi-lever el,sses are the norm,-both at K-3.axid 4-6 schools;

rarely do he groups encompass more, than three levels. Teachers choose

whether th:y want such a-classmore and more teachers are doing so

and enjoying the challenging, creatiVe-kinds of possibilities such a situa-

tion offers. The increased openness and the presence of additional adults,

which the neighborhood center concept' of a school has helped to create,

make such multi-level classes easier to implement. In one school where

the sense of staff team woric'is particularly strong, teachers continually

assess individual children's need's' in terms of whether they should remain

in their present room' or whether they might better benefit-from another

teacher's approach.

Two parent conference days are ,scheduled each year, at the end of

period I and period II 'of the three marking periods. Progress reports

sent home supply the Grade K-6 parent with the child's text level in

reading, spelling and math and an indication of his progress in curricular

and behavioral areas, on a four-point continuum: Excellent Progress;

18
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Satisfactory Progress; Working Below Capacity; and, Special Learning

Problemt. This form provides parents With enough information to

discuss the child and his development in a manner helpful to both teacher

and parent. Schools close on the day these conferences are "scheduled;

parent attendance is consistently high.

The busing of these elementary school children has become some- \
Ns''thing so accepted by the children that the question of whether to con,

tinue busing or not is not raised. In those schools where hours are
staggered for reading groups, it has been possible to arrange small

groups without segregation. The bus stiles who ride the buses do so

only tii-ifirst few weeks of school; the bus driversthe majority of

whom are minority women- -find that they have very few discipline

problems.

Berkeley's secondary schools have been forrnally-dese'g-regatext-fcrr
_, .

a longer period, grades 7-9 for eight years, and grades 10-12 since the

schools were established. 'However, the community's recent awareness
that kids are not receivingan equal education simply by virtue of being

in the same school each day has precipitated changes. The usual secan-.
da.ry pattern of required,mixed with elective courses prevails at these

'levels, and the number of courses related to contemporary American

RY

culture a.rid to minorities has-increased and diversified over the lgst ten

years. There is now a 'coordinator of black studies at the high school.

In 1970-71 a pilot progiaili IZi reading skills or "decodingsuwas developed,

at one junior high school. Students have one semester ,Of intensive study

in a class with two teachers to 15 studenti. Reading scores improved
O

and currently similar efforts are being stressed, in other secondary schools.

The high school began its reading lab in February, 1972 and is moving in a

similar direction
J. i)
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in math while stressing in-service training in the teaching of basic

skills for some staff members. Approximately 130 secondary students.

are studying at the continuing education school, having been trans-

'ferred there from the regular system. The nogram for these 130 ,

students is more personalized than that of the. regular high school,

with follow up to the home when students are absent and other syste-

matic efforts to show individual concern for students. This population
. -has a higher percentage of blacks (60%) than that'of the total school

enrollment. Suspensions and expulsions must be appi'oved by the

board and are extremely rare.

A major thrust of current efforts has been to make available a

wide range of possibilities for all students in such a way that they
a.

can relate course material to the concerns of_thei awn lives. The

development of alternative schools has been one of the main .channels

through Which this effort

schools developed at the

has taken concrete shape. The- earliest such
4

high school, consisting of groups of 75' to

0O students and 5 to 10 teachers seeking to form communities with

4egotiated and individualized programs. Demands for ethrdeidenti-
-

fication eventually led to the formation of a Black House, and, more

_recently,-a!-Ca-Casa-de--13.Itazw-ftTrits. In June, 1971_

Berkeley received a federal grant to continue expansion o,f its experi-
..,

e ,.. .
.meetal schools program (district personnel prefer' to refer to them as

,

alternative schoolsi. Eventually, 24 schools will be developed; 17 were

in operation in Spring, 1972. Four of these schools were situated

within, elementary schools, seven were 'ori secondary ca.mpuses and six

were housed in separate quarters. The schoolsfrary- a great deal in
tF-

terms of emphasis," structure and participation; in some the initial
20
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promise has not been realiZed; others appear to offer few alternatives

to the regular structure.
.

Other special programs abound in Berkeley. An "Equal One" program

in a 4-6 school has the children separate into ethnic groups two hours

per week so that sensitive issues can be discussed frankly. A Parent-

Child Center provides care for infants while their mothers, attend high

school and also offers classes in child care and related subject's. A

Homework Center Program is being developed and community workers
0

willhe the main personnel for homework centers established in various

homes. In addition to these modest one-school or one-area programs,

large scale projects such as Head Start, day.care centers and F-ollow

Through continue. The Follow Tlirotigh project, which uses the Respon-

Envi`tonrnent model,. illustrates the care taken to'maintain_a

siesegregated situation whenever.possible.' While all children in Head

Start and the state - funded preschool project are eligible for,Follow
h

Through, principals, teachers, and aides talk to middle-class parents

at registration time about `the project. Many of these parents choose
.
this,P7gram for th el/. chIldren-witthe'knoWledge that they will be

4.....accepted if ,they, as parents, make a commitment to become involved

in sn-a-ctive way;

Y

N
18 still obvious.that as the children move through-the grade levels they -

While efforts to cesegregate clasSroorns have been successful, it

tenkto segregate themselves socially, although there are many excep-
N ,,

N -
stions. Nearly all of the participants~ in traditional high schoot.extra-

N .

...

curricular activities such as student 'council.and sports are black; this

, is as much a functin.of white students 'topping out" on these activities

as of blacks "taking ov&r.f' The younger children do not evidence this
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"
degree of extracurricular separation. Althoiigh &ere is occasional

scuttlebutt 473 out "racial incidents" in the secondary, schools, incidents

twhich do occur infrequently appear to be racially initiated.. 'Az several

of the 'lementary schools have very limited playground space, _some

fighting does occur. However, when the staff has organized games,

this fighting has been minimized, indicating it was more likely the .,

-.result of crowding.rather than racism.
, ..' . .

The attitude of many of those, who deal irith "discipline problem t f

children sheds further light on the Berkeley philosophy: A principal

will talk with students after a fight, discuss ',Why, "offer candy, and

proceedto ask questions which will elicit a discussion of the "why's"

from each point of view, hopefully leading to increased awareness of

the sensitivity of human relations. Another assistant principal will

occasional.Y.y look at a child waiting hi the principal's office and say,

"Now, why are you here?" disarming the child who assumes he will not

get to telt his "side" of the story. A counselor at a 4-6, school who
.

formally worked in the attendance office noted the efforts to work with

families and agencies before labeling a child "truant." Similarly,

the health consultants work closely with. public agencies and clinics

and visit families whenever they believe* this the best method ,of working k

with a child's situation.

When the elementary schools ,were desegregated, the Title I funded

instructional aides were dispersed throughout the district. Since it was

felt that this dispersed effort lacked effectiveness, the number of schools

receiving these funds was decreased. In addition to, instructional aides,

these funds are used for community aides, for curriculum assistants, and

22.4
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.) lefor:vice principal/coordinators in the 'target" schooli. Stateofuncls '"

during the 1979-71 school year focused on increasing _parental in- .

volvement primarily through-wQrVshops tha.t emphasized parental
. , ` .

work with children at hoMe. Throv!?.1i intensive clKatogues with tc..chers.
, . .

and thiough :an extended discussion 4ith administrator's aides hdve

N been able Ao define their role in a manner which lends itself to in-,

creased and active participation in claksroom activies.

Efforts to achieve the goal of eleminating institutional racism are

manifested in the operatiOn of many features of the edu cational program.

Although -nearly all classes have been/grouped heterogeneously for

several years, both ethnically and according to academic aptitude,

many teachers feel insecure in the settings and question their own

ability to identify and respond to all pupils' needs. Cooperation with

aides, specialists, and other classroom. Volunteers has helped in the

situtation, but the need. does persist and continued articulation has led

to the beginnings of in-service efforts to deal With this problem. The

depth of this teacher, need.became highlighted during the year 1969-70'

when the board first formulated the goal of "a- year of academic growth

for every child for each year spent in the classroom." This commit=

meat forced many teachers to ask themselves if they Teilly vfere

expecting less in terms of academic performance from minority children.

California!s "High Potentiar'program for gifted children who test

in the 98th I.Q. percentile provides, supplemental funds-for special out-

of-class activities for the 10% of the Berkeley children who qualify.

Aware that the application of. this criterion leads to a p-ftigram with an

overwhelming majortiy of white and Oriental st4dent, a process has

23
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considering the number of minority certified candidates available at the

present time. Wine several of ,the experimental schools and-the

schop.'s are staffed predominantly by ,minority staff this does not appear

to refle, t tendency to provide supplemental or "dead end" positions.

In fact, -..vhen previous such programs have been phased out, staff has

been retained in other positions, and, when a financial crisis faced the

'district in 1970-71, the releasing of teachers was ruled out as a money,-

saving devitle. ,Nine of the 21 principals are from minoritiy groups (six

black, three Oriental) and four of the twelve assistant Principals are

from minority groups. The positions of Assistant Superintendent for

Instruction, Business Manager, Human Relations Director and similar

high7level,central administrative positions are held by blacks. The

staffs of all regular' schools reflect the' over-all staff ratio, and teachers

seem to feel that they have a, say intheir assignments. The, high schbol
6

counseling staff includes a large number of minority members as this
.<

has proven t'o be an area where a student's personal identification can

be essential in the counseling relationship. There are a number of

Spanish bi-lingual teachers working in,.fulL and part time bilingual pro-.

grams, though there are if any, 'Chicanos in higher administrative

positions.

Berkeley has succeeded in achieving a nation-wide reputation for

providing stimulating teaching and learning situations, and more appli-
,

cations are rec'eived than positions available; The current freeze on

hiring necessitated by the budget crisis has snowed down the board's

policy of moving toward a "staff representation more proportionate to

the racial composition of student body and community."

A plethora of workshops, in -service sessions and meetings, is

available for teachers in Berkeley's various schools and special programs.

2.4
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These are often "how -to" sessions, emphasizing a'particular approach or

specific materials. Principals appear to be aware of their staff's indi-

vidual strengths and weaknesses and'work to minimize and evetually

to corrPct these weakn'esses. All Certified and classified personnel

. have taken a course im minority history and culture planned by their

representatives along with student and cornmunityokroups. However,

this program did not intend to deal fully with the problem of heterogeneous

classes,. Since there is a dirth of relevant matetiali, for the teaching of
.,. .

such classes, in- service training sessions will have to be somewhat. .

experimental, with a great deal of Meal planning.

Of the more than 150 instructional aides, the majority are black

and female.. Though few aides have taken advantage:of the COP to become

certified teaphers,, this does not indicate a lackof continuing interest in

the educational process. Prospective aides should have a child in the

school in which they intend to work. Thus, the aides can provide class

room teachers with daily professional association with a paient/colleague.

Berkeley's two teacher associations, the Berkeley Education Asso-

ciation and the Berkeley Federation of Teachers, represent approximately
11

900 of Berkeley's 1050 certified. personnel. The supportive role taken

by these organizations in the process of 4esegregating and increasing

minority staff has meant that Berkeley has been free from-the strifes

'involving unions which often accompany such major changes. They also

demanded that no staff be released during the'budget crisis wheal a last-
,

hired, first-fired policy would have led to the release 'of many minority

staff members. Although the top leadership of both organizations is white,

minority members in a representative ratio sit on their executive councils.

2
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Mack ACES, a recently .formed organization of black certified per-
,

sonnel, assumed a more activist role in activities such as inv esti-,.
.

the placement of children in educationally handioa,pped classes.

Students

Berkeley's student population rather accurately reflects.the ethnic;,

and social diversity of the community. The more than 1070ikho qualify

\

.4

for the "gifted" program, nearly all white and Oriental, indicate that
.thc.'system has a high/proportion of 'such students compared to the country

.

, is a whole. On the other end of the scale, many youngsters,' the (mei-

whelming majoritr of whom are black and Chicano, reach secondaryo
schools without ,acquiring the basic skills, indreating the presence of these,

. J. ,

deteriorating urban. conditions,, both in-school and out-of-school which
z.hive resulted in such non-readers. "

. '
Because of the University.a large cciunterciilture exists' in Berkeley,

. '

and,this had contributed tothisatmosphere at the high school, The over-
-. . .. . ,whelming majority of these students who' flirtwith alternate life styles

o'
are white middle, and upper-middle class, though thw tendency to cut classes

I .. cl . .
" Pseems to permeate almost all ettuiic groups. While cutting is not .a grave

problem in the elementary schools, iii,contrast to the high school's 40%-50%

absentee rate, these children too are amazingly sophisticated vis-a-vis

currenrpolitical and social issues. This sophistication, plus the day-to-

day racial contact which began in 1968, haecreated a situation in which

children a all'ages are becoming increasingly able to talk openly about

racial conflict and to appreciate each other's differences.

2f3
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Parents /Community

Parents and community members are actively involved in the schools4

ot 23 me .

.

in valious formal and informal ever-changing ways. PTA's have taken an

aggrese've apprOach in terms 'of their participation; as a result,, ti.ough

they may still hold picnics and flea Markets, their major concerns tend
0 J

Inore. toward constant communiation with staff members and a decision-

making voice in how the schools operate. The city-wide PTA Council

reflects the,racial compositiOn of the district as do most local PTA's

(Chicano's, however, do notappear to be well represented), with a black
c*-,

Chairwoman, and several other minority officers. The level of discussions

at one meeting of this council indicated a willingness to investigate issues.
L

,and to perservere in any efforts to bring about change. Parents now sit .

on most administrative decision-making committees, and the:Council

Chairwoman's attitude that the only way to maintain reform is to "reform.

the reformer, seems to have resulted in a ,child l-pare-nt advocacy peosition
itt'en the part of many of those invOlved.

gg .

NoVall parents have chosen the PTA as their phannel for participation,
-;-.-.t f ''..

.

thougka:pewly-iiistituted ddcentralized budget prciedur; will pYoyide in-

creased parental input at this level. Recently, in-school participation has

become the main arena for parental involvement. The doors of all schools

are open (though, due, to varlationg in the compllxion of prin. cipa'f-teacher-

parent relationships, some are "more open than others "), and parents can

be seen helping in class, tutoring outside the classroom; assisting in special

centers; taking a group of children on a trip, or observing classes to decide

which one they wish to choose, for their children in the following year. The
introduction of parents as paid instructional aides in the mid-60's gave

27"
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impetus to this development, and 150 aides in today's classrooms do

provide additional and continued community input. More and more men

are taking a role, both -in' in-schoc, and in organizational affairs, a

trend that Berkeley's vocal female ". linority grotp" enthusiastically

supports. Day-to-day parent involves ent at the secondary level is

still much less prevalent than in the elementary schools.

While the NAACP, CORE, and other civil rights and parent groups

initiated and took an active part in the desegregation Planning, they-have

not felt it necessary to continue such an'intensive involvement In the

schools. "The Morning After" sheet summarizing board meetings is

.widelyodisseminated; board activities and decisions are a frequent topic

of conversation; and many community members active in the schools

`serve in other organizations. In these informal ways, community groups

keep informed and able to support or oppose school policies and pro-
..

"scedures.

But what/of many of the black and Chicano parents who are not

interested-in foining organizations and attending meetings where articulate

verbalizations prolong all decisions? As these people prefer less verba-

lization and more decisive actions, they frequently cease to attend such

meetings. A part.of the current focus on the elimination of racism is

to ask "why" do they stop participating and "how" can we work so that

all styles and value systems can cooperate in a truly pluralistic parent

parent participation effort. Though asnwers are not easily found, phrasing

such questions is a big step forward.

Li' 8
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Berkeley's total school budget for 1970-71 was $25,207,9t3 and for
1971-72 was projected at $ 26; 479;386, including $ 4,325;.379 from state,
federal and private agencies. 'Cost per pupil was estimated at approxi-
mately $ 1, 800, a figure far above the state norm of $ 765. The current
push,in California to redistribute school funds more equitably across the
"'tate could have a significant impact on Berkeley's school program,'

though its tradition of securing outside funding for supplemental programs
could help maintain its current standard.

In'calculating the financial costs of desegregation, it is difficult to. 0
definitely attribute expenses to many of the informal-aspects of the process., -..

However, the best esti tes are that in 1968-69, the first year of elemen-
tary desegregation, the total cost of desegregation was apprOximately

$.514,140 (2.6% of -the 1968-69 total budget of $19, 400, 000): $ 110,000

went to transportation, $ 124,000 to special facilities in 4-6 schools, and
the balance to equipment relocation, classrooms,' and other items.

Since the special costs for equipment relocation and classrooms were.
one-time expenditures, this percentage has dropped significantly. In

i970-71 the district paid $ 178,670 for busing-out Of total desegregation

experiditures of $ 325,670. The rest was reimbursed by the state. Since.
the "special facilities" itemized aboVe were needed to improve basic skills
no matter what the ethnic makeup of a school, this cost should not be
listed as a "desegregation" expense. Busing's share of the total budget in
1970-71 was less than 1%. Early fears thar..the cost of busing would neces-
sitate a reduction in other services proved ill ;founded. Indeed, many
attribute Berkeley's success in receiving substantial outside grants for

O
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increased services in large part to its commitment of integrated, quality

education.

Portal ,Evaluation

Evaluation documents are available giving reading achievement

figures for all grade levels for the.two years prior to, and following dese-

gregation; In grade's 4 one, two and three, Ithe highest scores on these

standardized tests made at, the median measuring point arid at the mean

by whites, blacks and Asians were'rnade either in 1969 or in 1970, the

two post-integration years. .thle to a change in the test used in grades

4, 5, and 6, trends are less clear.' Mean reading scores at all three

of these levelii showed a decline in 1969, but 1970 scores 'showedan,

improkiement, and this trend appeared to continue in 1971. Examining

the mean growth scores of total groups of second through fifth readers

for the two years 1967-68 and 1968-69, it is clear that the greatest

advantage of integration over segregation hay; been demonstrated by

second g ders, with progressively less advanthe shown by third, fourth

ai.nd fifth xaders.

Tren s exhibited in these statistics are not strong enough, nor is

there suffi Tent longitudinal data available to'generalize' as to the effects

of desegre ation on student reading scores. Available figures fox the

a entire schot 1 system for the years since junior high schdol desegregation
1indicate improvement but little change in the pattern of the scares.

/-
Most disturbing in this reatm?;\the fact that the lower quartile groups,

.
consisting predominantly black and-Chicano youngsters, continue toy

score very low on reading, math and language tests, with the gap incrsing

as the child en move through the grades. While this is not an unusual

30
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pattern in USA 1972, it is one that Berkeley is trying to alter.

As there are no attitude tests which can be administered with a

minimum of time, expense, and effort, there are ,no objective data

available on attitudes or similar noncognitive variables. The increased

communication between ethnic groups and the new-found willingness to

discuss issues of. race openly in class lead one'to believe that, were
SI

such a. valid teseavailable, Berkeley youngsters would have illustrated

ilign cognitive gains, resulting from desegregation.

Problems 0

Most of Berke:le-y-1s problems in 1972 are those that any schCol

system in transition from'desegregation to pluralism and integration

should expect to encounter. The "institutional racism" cited by the

board recently and mentioned in several 'contexts in this report is the

umbrella under which many of these problems fall. For example, the

failure to set aside adequate staff time and effort for curricula develop-

ment prior to desegregation has contributed to the concern of many staff

members that they are ill-prepared to teach heterogeneous classes.

Teachers believe that, had they been given more preparation in terms of

such deyelopment and in terms of observation of and practice in working

with the individualization which must accompany such heterogeneity,

they would feel better prepared to assess and respond to each child's needs

while avoiding at all costs the temptation to lower their standards for

'minority children. This tendency to. expect less of these children still

exists among some Berkeley staff members, though it is apt to be uncon-

scious and to manifest itself in subtle ways:'

it



Though both black and Oriental minority communities appear to take

an active role in parental and extracurricular inputs, the Chicano corn-,
munity, smaller in number and not totally represented in staffing or

programming,, still seems to be the least understood and the least rocal

in carving tis role in,the detrelopment of a pluralistic school system.

Many parents fear that the bright, gifted children in Berkeley would

not receive enough- attention once the schools desegregated, and these

fears still exist. Test results appear to refute this argument against

desegregation, but parents are rarely satisfied with such data. However,

just as those most laCking ih basic skills are still hot beini adequately

helped by the school system, .i.t.is \possible that the/more capable young-

eters could be developing even more rapidly than at present.

The one-year ninth grade schocil which came into existence with

junior high desegregation in 1964 his had a difficult time establishing

an identity as anything other than a- transitory stop between junior high

and high school. While the morale at this site varies from class to class

and staff to staff, the one-year situation will continue to leave a great

deal to be desired in terms of continuity.

Nor has continuity between school levels been adequately emphasized.
*n?.,,

For example,.a. K-3 principal has no idea what the discipline procedures

are in the 4 -b school 'his" children will attend. A 4-6 principal laments

the fact that children who have been in one'class several year,s frequently

develop inter-racial friendships, may be scattered in all directions once

they reach junior high. There is not systematic follow-through on the high

school campus for those students who have gained in self-esteem in the

9th grade West Campus alternative which provides employment in connection

'with studies. More comrnunication,though difficult to channel ina. large

32
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system, would be profitable, bdth on informal and more formal levels.

, Such communication may be one small way of getting at the issue
.<,

of social separation among Berkeley students. This separation by
,

races. is however, a reflection of society at large and would be true

to some degree in any system. The fact that the separation is transitciry-
,and far-ffom-complete fctr most students does help to put Berkeley's

4 problems in perspective vis -a -vis the rest of the country.

Why it is Exemplary r

During the years of planning prior to desegregation,' Berkeley's"
.. ...

politically aware articulate black minority representatives arid its white

community, a large part of which is liberal Xnd socially conscious,

lent support to the superintendent and the board in their decisive s.uce.

Throughout constant meetings, staff and community were not only kept

informed, but actively involved in the planning. While such involvement

is always espoused in theory, it is frequently ignored in practicd. The

lack of a "white flight" can be partially attributed to this thorough planning

and involvement and partially to the desire of many whites to prove that

the public scho.ols would and Could remain of high quality.

The cooperation in concern for children is reflected in many ways as
La

one walk's through schools and talks with teachers, administrators and

parents. It is reflected in the quality of individualization one sees in

+ most clasSrooms; in the openness of schools to parents .and volunteers

-*
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and the choice of classroom styles given to parents; and in tle thrust

to try alternatives and to secure outside funding. to do so. The openness

to change which permeates the enire community provides abatis for
experimentation free of the ,unarticu'ted threat that often accompanies

educationally-related change.

The formulation of a truly pluralistic system as a model goal is

more difficult to analyze. Xis perhaps here that the real key to success:
lies. Increasing minority staff at all levels and positions is a.necessary
prerequisite for the introduction of such a system. A willingness to

acknowledge the existence of institutional-racism in all its subtle mani-
festations and to try to discuss it and work to eliminate it is another

.prerequisite. A high caliber of people ks'required to bring public at-
tention to such issues; and this type of person has been attracted to the
Berkeley school system. Berkeley is working on these in an atmosphere

which has, for the most part, been accepting of school desegregation as

a first and necessary step toward integrated, quality education.
o

Effectiveness

In contrast to Orangeburg, South Carolina and other cities where ,

desegragatic-n resulted fror9 court orders, the desegregation effort at

Berkeley came about through voluntary actionby the Board of Education
e

and generally enjoyed public support. Nonetheless, the elements of an

effective desegregation effort recognized to be facilitative of the proCess
still apply. These are: (1.) preparation for desegregation; (2) effective
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communications; (3) firm policy enunciation and support; and (4) educa-

tional innovations in service to children. Berkeley more than Meets these

requirements. A very active program of community education and prepa-

ration was implemented. This included a series of community meetings

and summer workshops as well as the establishment of a. monthly news-

paper, "Help" centers, and a Speakers' Bureau. The boards policy

decision was clearly enunciated and, in this instance, received considerable

support from the community-. Once the process was in progress, effort

was directed at maintaining open lines of communication. The educational

program at Berkeley emphasizei an individualized, personalized approach

to instruction. There is an attempt to make the schools responsive to the

diveriity lit the school population. Special features of the program include

-attention to black studies and bicultural eduCation.

In a system where major efforts need not be directed at convincing-

and moving a recalcitrant community, greater attention can be given to

the task of integration as opposed to the task of desegregation. In judging

the progress of such a syStem, the following criteria are useful:

(1) position oethe project along the continuum of desegregation-

integration

(2) types of pedagogical strategies

(3) administrative and decision- making. procedures

(4) political-social-psychological dynamics of change

(5) reactions to the process (as reflected in attitudes and

behavior).

As far as the black students are concerned, Berkeley appears to be

moving in the right direction. Considerable progress has been made in

35
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the reorganization of the elementary schools so that the distribution of

students in these schools more closely thatches the multi-ethnic
ischaracter of the &strict. Because there is a commitment to fostering

the de relopment of all children, it ha's been possible to maintain a

relatively nigh degree of ethnic mix in the classes of theseveral elemen-

tary schools. Unfortunately, the momentum toward integration reflected

in the elethentary grades may be being lost at the high school level where

it appears the more traditional patterns of personal - social interaction

'and the problems of differential levels of achievement are operating to

separate students by ethnic group. Fortunately, however, the commit-

ment to integration continues to be reflected in the curriculum at all
levers. At the secondary le'vel, among the options available to students

are study in the Black House or the Casa de la Raza for Chicanos, where,

in additon to the traditional high .chool curriculum, great effort is

invested in tae presentation and utilization of materials and experiences

reflective of black and Chicano culture.

Several elements of the educational program summarized here and

described in greater detail in the' body of the rePart reflect the emphasis

on pedagogical strategies in support of desegregation. With respect to

decision-making procedures, the system has .maintained access to decision-
makers for all elements in the ommunity. However, the better orga-

..

nization of the black community and\the fact that it is more vocal than the

Chicano community seems to have resulted in the Chic4.nos being undeir,

repre'sented in.adminiStrative decision-making proce'sses. The fact that

the district voted to increase taxes in order to support the schools, together

with'tite fact of continued tax support from the citizens, indicate the posi-

tive character of the political-social dynamics of the community. This
\
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,.;may 'not be so much-a-result of the effort at desegregation.as ,t is a

reflection of the climate in which it has occurred. A review of the reac-

tions to the desegregation process results in positive and negative

findings.

Berkeley seems to have done most thing's' right. It has mad:: a

substantial effoit at making its program work. Yet,, reviewed against

the ideal of integration and democratic pluralism, it _cannot be said that

the Berkeley schools have solved .the problem. Achievement differen-
-tials between groups have not been eliminated, although achievement

patterns for minority groups are on the incline; the reception of minority

group students in the secondary schools and the adequacy of their treatment

are questiOned by some; the commitment of the staff to in honest reskci)

for pluralism appears to be modest. In bther words, the Berkeley
.

schools still function -in a society.where differences in ethnic backgrot.ld

operate to the advantage of some ,and the disadvantage of others. This-

reminds us of the fact *at school dese egation-integration is a partial

solution to a broader. problem. Sincewe are stuck withlartialsolutions,

the model, of the Berkeley experience is commended to persons seriously

concerned with the implementation of desegregation.
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